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Competition(s) this Month: July 2020 
The Government of South Australia has amended assembly laws – 

unfortunately, the Local Council was unable to approve the COVID-19 
Management Plan for our venue in sufficient time for our July meeting. 

Beer competition: Suspended until further notice   

 

Wine competition: Suspended until further notice 

When:  Meetings held on the first Tuesday of each month from 7.45 for 8.00 pm start. - Suspended 
Where:  Clarence Park Community Centre, corner of East Ave & Canterbury Terrace, Black Forest. Venue Closed 
How: Check out our website Adelaide Ferment: http://awbca.org.au  for our Calendar and photos and lots of information  

We welcome friends and new members at all times to 
meetings and functions. 

 
We encourage sharing wine, beer and food skills and love 

to meet people. 
 

Think about inviting your friends, relatives or people you 
meet who seek the enjoyment of better beer, better wine 

with great food. 
 

It’s a great occasion to be involved in the Club and taste 
all the amazing beer & wine entries - bring your friends – 

to experience fantastic craft beers and wines. 
 

Above all else – we promote responsible behaviour! 
 

2020 / 2021 year Executive Committee & Positions (contact details) 
Committee Positions remain intact until the AGM has been held. 

President: Gavin Pennell (0412 107 107) president@awbca.org.au  
Vice President: Jerome Munchenberg (0417 818 001) vice_president@awbca.org.au 
Secretary: Gavin Pennell secretary@awbca.org.au 
Treasurer: Jane Boroky (0414 272 926) treasurer@awbca.org.au 
Journal Editor: Peter Tilsley (0417 838 051) editor@awbca.org.au 
Committee Assistants: Julie Bakutis, Sophie Ball & Adam Dyson 
 
Visitor Hosts: Julie Bakutis (0412 424 0592) visitor_host@awbca.org.au 
Digital Media Administrator: Jerome Munchenberg (web_admin@awbca.org.au) 
 

Wine Convener: Michael Lineage (0415 604 788) wine_convener@awbca.org.au 
Wine Convener Assistant: Peter Tilsley (0417 838 051) 
Beer Convener: Angus Hambrook beer_convener@awbca.org.au 
Beer Convener Assistant: Murray Barber (0468 729 706)  
 
Supper Coordinator: Mario Micarone (0418 542 747 & 8264 0897) 
Shop Convener: Domenic Facciarusso (0418 832 222) shop_convener@awbca.org.au 
ANAWBS Reps: Sandy Matz, Gavin Pennell & Peter Avery anawbs_rep@awbca.org.au 

 

 
The Committee determined the right supper format for 

the next meeting will involve hot homemade soup + 
fresh bread.  

  

 
If you would like to present your specialty 

dish, speak to Mario (Ph: 8264 0897 or 0418 
542 727) who currently co-ordinates and 

plans the date(s). 

Diary Dates: Keep these dates free  
1st Tuesday in month is club meeting 

 
 
 

NEXT MEETING or date to remember 

 7th July Meeting – Cancelled 

 4th Aug Meeting – (This might be it) 

 6th Sep Meeting – AGM To Be Advised 
 

 

Please bring your wines/beers to share for others to taste and comment and discuss with others how you made them, problems you had, or 
where you purchased them from and price you paid etc...a great chance to chat about anything wine and beer (and food too if you wish). 

Join us to taste our shared beers and wines and enjoy them with a small supper 

 

 

Welcome to new 
visitors: 

 

Watch this space for 
this year’s dates:  

Committee awaiting for the 
law to change!! 

Annual Subscriptions:  $30 for members ($25 concession card) 

current membership year fees become payable from the AGM onwards. 

As and when the AGM is held – then fees become due and payable. 

 

BSB: 035-048 
Account # 230 040 

Account Name: The Amateur Winemakers and 
Brewers Club of Adelaide Inc. 

This month’s activity & speaker: 

Topic: To Be Announced. 

Speaker: TBA 
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Letters to the Editor: 

Last month, I used an article concerning “Australia & the Chinese Market” and this gave rise to a 
spirited letter to the editor from life member Michael Lineage, which said… 

“I was horrified to read the following piece of rubbish in our June newsletter.  It is well documented 

by scientist that CO2 emissions are damaging our environment.  This sort of thing should have no 

place in our newsletter.  The article placed in our newsletter by the editor should make it clear at 

least that this article does not express the views of our newsletter editor or our club members and is 

just put there to find out who actually reads our newsletter.” 

The letter refers to the following text from the published article: 
"The blind assertion by those who cannot see that carbon dioxide levels need to be constrained to this or that 
level is sheer, unadulterated nonsense. Carbon dioxide is the food source for all the forests, grasses and vines; as 
the world population grows, we need to find a way to grow vines (and all crops), and also eat more efficiently.  
Moreover, Dr. John Gladstones AM has shown that vines respond positively to temperature and carbon dioxide 
rises in tandem." 

Editor’s response: I am thrilled that we have readership thinking about drivel published today and in 
this case from the “Wine Companion Magazine”.  I too had similar thoughts and for a (very brief) 
moment considered censoring that paragraph however, whilst we do not support the climate-views 
expressed within the article, the first-hand knowledge about the Australian - Chinese wine market is 
very relevant and I decided to print the entire article.  I think our readership is sufficiently discerning to 
excise the nonsense from the relevant as we all know…the climate-change debate is over. 

Spotted in Peter Avery’s garden block. 

 

Apple “Granny Smith” Planted 2011 @ 14 paces 

Passionfruit Planted 2017 @ 20 paces 

Orange “Washington Navel” Planted 2018 @ 12 paces 

Plum “Black Tartarin” Planted in 1991 @ 11 Paces 

Raspberry “Chilecton” Planted in 2011 @ 35 paces 

4. Blueberry Planted in 2018 @ 16 paces 

Cherry “Stella” Planted in 2007 @ 21 paces 

Avocado “Pinkerton” Planted in 2018 @ 18 paces 

…and others 

 

Copper addition in Table Wines (An edited article by Thomas J. Payette, Winemaking Consultant – Buyer’s Guide) 
OK, your wine smells good but can it have a better aroma?  Always keep this in mind as a winemaker or winery 
owner.  The largest violation of “house palate”, a process where winemakers overlook their wine flaws because 
they taste their own wines too often, is the oversight that their wines may be reduced.  Reduced or reductive is a 
broad term that covers many sulphide compounds ranging from hydrogen sulphide, rotten egg, to other more 
complex aromatics that may smell like cabbage, dill weed, onions or even garlic. 

Early detection of these flaws is imperative to clean up the wines and to make sure these compounds do not 
evolve toward other more difficult to remove compounds, Mercaptans, often needing ascorbic acid additions to 
make the wine reactive to the most commonly used remedy copper sulphate. 

Copper sulphate trials are extremely easy and there is no excuse for each wine created not to go through at least 
three quick trials with copper sulphate to see if the wine aroma will indeed become improved. 

When? The author recommends each wine be reviewed: 

1. Anytime one suspects a wine to be reduced or smells hydrogen sulphide in the fermenter. 

2. Review all wines just after the fermentation process as a blanket rule process to discover any wines that may 
improve from the copper sulphate addition. 

3. Three months prior to bottling and preferably before any stability processing actions have been taken. 

4. Roughly three days before bottling. 

Why? As suggested, in the first sentence of this article, winemakers should review each wine’s aroma to see if 
faults exist.  Some of the faults do not express themselves directly as Hydrogen Sulphide or Mercaptans.  Some 
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wines may have just enough of one of these compounds, or both, to lightly mask the underlying fruit 
expression.  Winemakers may not know nice smelling wine can actually smell nicer.  It is an easy test – so why 
not run these trails! 

Where? Most winemakers will perform this test in the winery laboratory, away from the chill of the cellar floor, 
where a wine will have the ability to open up and allow for undisrupted critical analysis of the wine’s aroma.  If 
winemakers cannot find this tranquillity in their winery, it is recommended to take a sample home and do the trials 
in a home environment.  One must be able to focus and have conditions for the wine to open up.  This is critical. 

Tools needed 

 Clean wineglasses with a narrow focused opening to the bowl (I.N.A.O. style). All exact same size and style. 

 Glass watch covers for each glass (optional but highly recommended). 

 Representative samples of each wine to be sampled. 

 1.0% Copper Sulphate solution (One percent). 

 Spit cup. 

 Clear and “in tune” nasal passages. 

How? This test is very easy to perform as long as the environment is proper for the aroma analysis.  If possible, 
work closely with someone else to mix up the wineglasses after treatment so you will be blind on this analysis.  If 
this can’t be done – do proceed since experience will help take any bias out of the results. 

1. Place three (“aroma free”) dry clean wine glasses on a table and label them x, 4 and > or any other random 
characters that may not lead a person to select one wine glass over another but allow them to identify what glass or 
glasses may be different. 

2. Fill each glass with the same quantity of wine. This is often between 80-100 ml per wine glass depending on the wine 
glass size. 

3. Have another person place 1 drop of the 1% Copper Sulphate into one of the glasses and to swirl all three glasses 
equally to mix the addition into the wine and to treat each glass equally with a swirl. 

4. Place watch glasses over each of the glass openings and leave the glasses to sit for about 5 to 10 minutes. 

5. Approach the wine glasses and remove the watch glasses one at a time to smell the aromas in the headspace of the 
glass. Go through the wines at least three times and perhaps more to select the wine that smells the best.  Record 
your results. 

6. Leave the wine glasses for another 15 minutes or longer and re-approach in the same fashion by smelling each wine 
individually and select the glass or glasses that smell the best. 

7. After determining that the wine is actually changed and changed for the better, have the person that added the 
copper sulphate to the glass reveal the glass that was treated. 

8. Mentally extrapolate after collecting all the data whether the addition of copper sulphate had a positive impact on the 
wine or not.  Be aware not to select the copper sulphate addition wine – just because it is different.  The wine should 
smell better – not just different. 

9. Once an addition is deemed helpful, proceed to making the adjustment in the cellar as referenced below under 
calculation. This test is not quantitative. 

This test is sometimes known as a triangle test. 

Spicing it Up! 
Once you and your assistant get comfortable with the test, he or she can be instructed to switch around the 
treatment regime to perhaps treat two of the three wineglasses.  This will keep the person smelling the wines on 
their toes to actually identify what wine smells better and to truly focus on the improved wine. 

Referencing the fact that a spit cup was listed under the “Tools needed” list above, one should have their spit cup 
ready.  This should be used if by habit one should accidentally taste the wines.  Remember, technically, Copper 
Sulphate is a poison so winemakers should resist tasting our trails and only focus on the aromas. 

One can build on this test to correct Mercaptans, also.  Mercaptans are Hydrogen Sulphide based compounds 
that have transformed to a more complicated chemical compound.  Ascorbic acid trials may need to be tested for 
effectiveness in these cases.  Reference other sources to review this process as it will not be covered at this 
time. 

Calculation: 
In my opinion there is no truly reliable calculation for this test to determine quantitatively how much copper 
sulphate to add.  In most cases it is best to add small quantities of copper sulphate to a wine nearing the range of 
1.0 gram per 4,000 Litres to as low as 0.5 gram per 4,000 Litres to clean up small defects.   This is a good 
starting point.   From experience, you may start to recognize a wine that may need more Copper Sulphate to 
combat more pungent aromas.  This chemical is a strong oxidizer so use limited amounts.   Overuse could have 
serious downsides to your wine. 
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Removal of Copper after Use 
In most cases, only small amounts of copper sulphate are used to clean up a wine so we rarely need to address 
lowering the copper content in the wine.  Please recognise when larger quantities have been used.  Use an 
outside laboratory to actually measure the amount of residual copper in your wine.  In many cases, for white 
wines treated prior to protein fining with bentonite, they may clean up on their own.  The author has seen copper 
levels drop significantly after protein fining and filtering of white wines.   

The Future 
According to some scientist we need to more closely look at nutrients and their role with the yeast.  In some 
cases too much or too little nutrients may cause Hydrogen Sulphide production and it is thought to link into the 
micronutrients.  Nitrogen issues may not be the driving factor here.  This will help us stay away from using copper 
sulphate, which does have adverse effects to the wine in addition to cleaning the wine up sensorialy.  Until that 
time we need to address the problem in a fashion we can, such as copper sulphate. 

Other Helpful Tips 

 Caution is expressed not to confuse a change in aroma in the wine with this being considered better. This is called 
“Stripping”. 

 Caution is also expressed not to consume / taste wines that have added copper sulphate added during these trials. 

 Do these trials next to any wine that may be a follow-up bottling for that wine to see if consistency is achieved and to 
focus on other nuances that may easily be changed. 

 The amount of copper sulphate a winemaker may use is regulated. 

 Please research this amount and have a clear understanding of the use of copper sulphate. It is a strong oxidizer 
and considered poisonous. 

 A reduced character may become hard to notice if the wine has just been racked, transferred, filtered or in any way 
brought into a less anaerobic state. 

These reductive compounds may be just under the threshold of the human nose sensitivity and difficult to 
smell.  If this same wine is bottled, the reductive character may become very pronounced. 

Screw cap wines may need more serious aroma reviews and evaluation since these seals are more anaerobic 
than previous seals. Caution is urged when making wine to be bottled under screw cap to make sure no 
underlying reductive-ness is present.  Outside labs also offer “headspace sniffing” if one feels they need 
additional help. 

The Australian Wine Research Institute (AWRI) published an excellent summary on Copper, which can 
be found here: https://www.awri.com.au/industry_support/winemaking_resources/frequently_asked_questions/copper/ 

It also released a report presenting the results from the AWRI Vineyard and Winery Practices Survey 
conducted in 2016 where grape-growers and winemakers took the time to fill out the web-based survey 
and allowed the AWRI to visit during 2017 & 2018 to follow up.  The Report (published in May 2019, 168 

pages) can be found here: https://www.awri.com.au/survey interestingly, take a look at the winery practices 
graph below (page 142) 
from the Report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All wineries (in the survey) making >10,000L of wine, always use copper! 
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